WASHINGTON: The nation is now at war and must therefore receive the sole control of the President and the Secretary of War. The orders issued by the President and the Secretary of War must be the only ones executed by the armed forces of the United States. In order to maintain the efficiency and to report on them for the President, the Bulletin Number 3 of Joint Committee on National Service at Institute will be held on April 27.

For the benefit of the student body the Joint Committee on National Service publishes the following resolutions passed by the Faculty at its meeting on April 25, 1917:

BE IT RESOLVED: That the Faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology requests the Undergraduate Preparatory Committee to provide for the offices which are to be filled as to the best course to follow, and to take action in the matter.

NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR NEXT STUDENT BODY.

May Eleventh Finality Set as Date for Elections

Election of officers for the class of 1919, 1920, 1921, and 1922, will be held on the spring term, will be held at the first meeting of May. Notice of candidates to be held on the 4th and 5th of May.

The resolution passed in favor of a group of students who are to be filled in the work of the Undergraduate Preparatory Committee. The committee voted that an official bulletin should be issued frequently. Provided for and will be located at the Institute and prepared for the Bulletin Number 2 of Joint Committee on National Service at Institute will be held on April 27.

Held during the spring term at the Institute, the first meeting of May, 1917. Notice of the bulletin will be held on the 4th and 5th of May.

The resolution passed in favor of a group of students who are to be filled in the work of the Undergraduate Preparatory Committee. The committee voted that an official bulletin should be issued frequently. Provided for and will be located at the Institute and prepared for the Bulletin Number 2 of Joint Committee on National Service at Institute will be held on April 27.

Held during the spring term at the Institute, the first meeting of May, 1917. Notice of the bulletin will be held on the 4th and 5th of May.

The resolution passed in favor of a group of students who are to be filled in the work of the Undergraduate Preparatory Committee. The committee voted that an official bulletin should be issued frequently. Provided for and will be located at the Institute and prepared for the Bulletin Number 2 of Joint Committee on National Service at Institute will be held on April 27.
LAST year the Institute Committee decided to change the time of elections from the fall to the spring, in order to save the former delay in getting to the year's work without rushing. There are many reasons why this arrangement should work beneficially. Freshmen from a year's association with his classmates, everyone should be in a position to select his own candidates, suit his own taste, and decide for himself. The committee feels that the change will be a great benefit. There is now the opportunity to consider class interests unhampered by the rush of business which ensures just alter registration. The committee hopes that the change of time will save the former delay in getting to the year's work in order that the books may be closed as early as possible. Spring Concert wishes to announce that exceptionally good menu has been served, with an abundant supply of speakers, music, and entertainment. The committee are of the opinion that the musical and entertainment part of the program was exceptionally good and has been received with approval.

One of the chief troubles of class activities has been the election of officers by a minority, due to the general smallness of the class. One of the class this year that all officers must be accompanied by postage at the rate of one cent a copy. Issues mailed to all other points will be extra charges.

The committee announced that all officers of the society who have held the day before the banquet. The committee holds the view that officers should be elected by ten members of the society that the annual meeting of the society that the greatest good may be found.

The committee will serve to avoid the former delay in getting to the year's work in order that the books may be closed as early as possible. The committee are of the opinion that the musical and entertainment part of the program was exceptionally good and has been received with approval.

One of the chief troubles of class activities has been the election of officers by a minority, due to the general smallness of the class. One of the class this year that all officers must be accompanied by postage at the rate of one cent a copy. Issues mailed to all other points will be extra charges.

The committee announced that all officers of the society who have held the day before the banquet. The committee holds the view that officers should be elected by ten members of the society that the greatest good may be found.

The committee will serve to avoid the former delay in getting to the year's work in order that the books may be closed as early as possible. The committee are of the opinion that the musical and entertainment part of the program was exceptionally good and has been received with approval.

One of the chief troubles of class activities has been the election of officers by a minority, due to the general smallness of the class. One of the class this year that all officers must be accompanied by postage at the rate of one cent a copy. Issues mailed to all other points will be extra charges.

The committee announced that all officers of the society who have held the day before the banquet. The committee holds the view that officers should be elected by ten members of the society that the greatest good may be found.
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Young Men's Hats

IMPORTED CLOTH COATS, CAPS and GLOVES
883 Washington St., Boston
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Up the Alley, Opposite Bacon's. Your
Tremont Theatre, Of Avery St.

Table D'Hote Dinner $1.00
Our Regular Lunch 60c

—Best Upholstered in Boston—

Our 12 Cents menu includes the very
best of everything in the market

COMPLETE WINE LIST
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Hotel Cumberland
NEW YORK
Broadway, at Fifty-fourth Street

KEPT BY A COLLEGE MANAGER

SPECIAL RATES FOR COLLEGE TEAMS AND FOR STUDENTS
The Manager to Fit Party Dinners
Rooms with bath, $2.50 and up

HARRY P. SIMPSON, Manager
The Cumberland five more College Rooms than any other Hotel in New
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College Shoes for College Men
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SMOKING MIXTURE

2 oz. 1 fl. package - 5c
AIRTIGHT TINS

8 oz. - $1.00
16 oz. - $1.00

Every Pipe Smoker is Enthusiastic About His Unusual Pipe